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ON SEQUENCES OF REAL FUNCTIONS 
WITH THE DARBOUX PROPERTY 
ZBIGNIEW GRANDE LESZEK SOLTYSIK 
ABSTRACT. It is proved that every functionf: i:: -+ i with the Baire property (every 
cliquish function/: i* -> L) is the limit of a sequence of Darboux cliquish functions 
(Darboux quasicontinuous functions). 
It is know that every real function/: U -• 'F8 with the Baire property is the limit 
of a sequence of pointwise discontinuous functions [l]. Moreover, in [l] it is 
shown that each pointwise discontinuous real function f: ^ -* 1 is the limit of 
a sequence of quasi-continuous functions. It is our intention to demonstrate that 
in any of the above facts one can assume that the members of the mentioned 
sequence have the Darboux property. First let us recall some definitions. 
A real function/": in. -• %\ is said to be quasi-continuous at a point x0e ^ iff for 
every nondegenerate interval U containing x0 and every nondegenerate interval 
Vcontainingf(x0) there is a nondegenerate interval U0 a (/such that/*((/0) cz V 
[3]. 
A real function / : 1 -> ^l is said to be quasi-continuous if it is quasi-
continuous at each point of its domain [3]. 
A real function / : ^ -> ^ is called pointwise discontinuous if the set of 
continuity points is dense in the domain [4]. 
It is said that a real functionf: ^ -> ^ has the Baire property iff for every open 
set (/the se t / _ , ( ( / ) is of the form (G\N)\J M, where G is open and N and M 
are of the first category [4]. 
For any real function f by Of we denote the oscillation of the function / 
defined as follows: 
Of(x) = inf,>0(supvrG^(V£)|/(z) - f (y ) | ) . 
It is easy to check that the function / is continuous at a point JC e 7% iff Of(x) = 0. 
AMS Subject Classif icat ion (1980): Primary 26A15. 
Key words: Pointwise discontinuous, Quasi-continuous, Baire property, Baire category, Dar-
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Theorem 1. Each pointwise discontinuous real function f: 4 -> 4 is the limit of 
a sequence of quasi-continuous functions with the Darboux property. 
Proof: (A modification of the proof of Theorem 1 in [1]). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the function / is bounded. 
Indeed, iff is not bounded, then it would be sufficient to consider a super-
position gvf where g: 4 -> (#, b) is any homeomorphism between T" and some 
open interval (a, b) (it is easy to see that gof is pointwise discontinuous iff f is 
pointwise discontinuous). 
There is a residual subset A of of the type Gs such that the function f\A = f 
is continuous. Putting 
/7(.v) = lim f(u) we obtain the function h: > -» 
;/ - » v . / / € A 
which is bounded and of the first class ot Baire. This function is such that 
Acz{xe »:f(x) = h(x)}. 
Let g =f — h. Then the sets An = {xe \ Og(x) > \/n} are closed for any ne \\ 
and because they are of the first category they are nowhere dense. In addition 
Ax .= A2 cz ... cz A„ cz .... Let M be such nonnegative integer that \g(x)\ < M 
for every xe \:. Let us choose a natural number n. Then for each k = 1, 2, ..., n 
there is a sequence of closed intervals (nondegenerated) {/£,„}* = i such that 
1. I^mi n /;'2<„,2 = 0 for k, =/= k2 or An, # /n2; 
2. I'k[mnAn = 0 for every k = 1, 2, ..., n, w = 1, 2, ...; 
3- /;'.,„ c (J _3(.v, 1/n) for every w = 1, 2, ..., k = 1, 2, ..., /?, 
. v € / f A 
(5(x, r) = ( x - r , x + r)); 
4. any sequence {//',„}* = , is convergent on both sides to the set Ak(k = 1,2, 
..., n); this means that for every open interval (a, b) which has one end belonging 
to the set Ak there are infinitely many natural numbers m such that Ikm cz (a, b), 
moreover, if x = lim .v. , where x. elk . then xeAk. 
in in ''in 
For any interval //.',„ where n is fixed, me \-l and 1 < k < n(k = 1) let us define 
a surjective continuous function gkm: Ikm -+ [— \/(k — 1), \/(k — 1)] (#,",„: 
I\.,» -> [~A/, A/]) such that if x is an end of the interval /;„,, then g'k[m(x) = 0. 
Next, for every ne \l we define the function g„: ^ -V-̂  as follows: 
forxe/; , , , (k - 1, 2 n, m = 1, 2, ...) 
for . V G I 
g„(v) = 
foTxey\((j ú /;'.»,uAA 
\Á = I m = I / 
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We will prove that the functions gn are quasi-continuous for neU Let n be 
a natural number. The function gn is continuous at each point of the set ^\An. 
If xe An, then xeAx or xeAk\Ak_ , for some k = 2, 3, ..., n. Let xeAk\Ak_ ,. 
Then the following inequality holds: 
\g(x)\<\/(k- 1). 
Since /I o { x e l : g(x) = 0} and A is residual in r!, the set {xe^: g(x) = 0} is 
dense in Ts and therefore ^ ( x ) < l/(k — 1) for each xeAk\Ak _ ,. Let U be an 
open neighbourhood of the point x. Let us take e > 0. By the condition 4. there 
is /0e-I such that /£/() _= t/. Since g,f(/£/n) = [ - l/(k - 1), l/(* - 1)] there is an 
open interval / c: Ikj a U such that for every uel the following inequality holds 
\gn(x) - g„(u)\ < c. 
So, the function gn is quasi-continuous at any point xeAk\Ak_,. 
In a similar way we prove that the function gn is quasi-continuous at any 
point of the set Ax. Finally, we have shown that gn is quasi-continuous on the 
set rRl- Now, we will prove that the sequence of the functions {#,,}*_ i is pointwise 
convergent to the function g. Let us take xe1*! and a positive number s. 
X 
Case 1: x<£ (J An. Thus g(x) = 0. Let n0 be such natural number that 
n= 1 
oc 
\/n0<£. Since x$ (J An, so x$An. The set ^„( is closed, therefore d(x, 
n= 1 
An) = inf{|x — y\\yeA%}>0. There is an index k > n0 such that d (x, A%) > 1 /k, 
so x^ (J AXt, 1/k). From this and from the condition 3) it follows that x<£In()J 
for / = 1,2, .... Let us observe that if m < n0, then, because Am c= An, we have 
(J B(t, \/k) _= (J _?(l, 1/k) and consequently x$ImJ. Moreover, if n > k and 
m < no, then d(x, Am) > \/n. It means that for every n > k we have x$ImJ for 
X 
m = 1,2, . . . ,n 0 ; /= 1,2, ..., so|g„(x)| < 1///Oforn > k. Finally for x<£ (J Anthe 
n= 1 
sequence {g„(x)} is convergent to g(x) = 0. 
X 
Case 2\ xe\J An. Thus, there is a number ke N such that xe/lA and in the 
w = 1 
result gn(x) = g(x) for every n > k. Therefore, lim#„(x) = g(x). 
n 
Finally, for every jce^ the sequence {gn(x)}n=, converges to g(x). 
The function h is of the first class of Baire so there is a sequence {hn}n = 1 of 
continuous functions from ^ to 1 such that lim//„ = //. Let us put/ , = gn + //,,, 
n 
n = 1, 2, .... For every we^l the function/, is the sum of a quasi-continuous 
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function and a continuous function, hence it is quasi-continuous [see Theorem 
1 in [2]]. 
It is easy to see that \imf(x) =f(x) for every xe h. It remains to show that 
// 
the functions f have the Darboux property. 
Let us suppose, conversely, that there is ne M such that the function /„ does 
not have the Darboux property. It means that there are two elements A,, .v2 of 
the set such thatf,(.v,) <j„(-v2) (without loss of generality we may assume that 
.v, < A2) and a number ce(f,(x,), j„(.v2)) such that the graph of the function 
fix ..v,) does n o t intersect the straight line y = c. 
Let G = {AG[A,, A2];f,(A) < c] and II = {AG[A„ A 2 ] ; / , ( A ) > c}. Since G # 0 
and II T-- 0 and /,", is quasicontinuous, both of the sets, G and IV, have a 
momenpty interior. Obviously G u II = [A,, A2]. By connectivity of the interval 
[A,, A2] we have that there is a point lefv,, A2] such that for any open neighbour-
hood U of this point there hold U n int G ^ 0 and Un int II ^ 0. Because the set 
An is the set of discontinuity points of the function /„ we have teAn. We may 
assume without decreasing the generality of the considerations, the following: 
a) hn(t) = 0, 
b) / , ( ' ) < c\ 
c) c > 0. 
There is ft > 0 such that hn(x) < c/2 for every xeB(t, p). Because of 
I?(l, p) n int II 7̂  0 there is an open interval L such that for any A G L we have 
f(x) > c. From this g„(L) ^ (c/2, oo). By the definition of the function gn we can 
see that L ^ IA"„, cz (x,, A2) for some A G { 1 , 2 n] and me . At the ends of 
the interval IA",„ the function gn takes 0 and the function gn\ , is continuous. So 
1 k.m 
the function f takes on the ends of IA"„, values smaller than c/2 and it is also 
continuous on this interval. However because there is A() G L n IA",,, such that 
f(x0) > c, there must be AG IA"„, such that/ , ,(A) = c. We obtain the contradiction 
to the assumption that the graph of f\[x >xsJ and the line y = c do not intersect. 
This proves that for every ne^\ the function f has the Darboux property and 
it completes the proof. 
Theorem 2. Any real function f —• having the Bairc property is the limit of 
a sequence of pointwise discontinuous functions with the Darboux property. 
P r o o f Similarly as in the proof of the Theorem 1 we can restrict oursel-
ves to consider bounded functions. Because the function / h a s the Baire property 
we may find a residual set A cz of the type Gs such that there is a function g\ 
-* : of the first class of Baire such that the function/ \A = g\A is continuous. 
We have ":\A = [J Bn, where Bn are closed and nowhere dense. Moreover, we 
/ / = i 
may assume that Bn c B / ( + 1 for any ne !. For every ne I we can define a 
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sequence of perfect nowhere dense sets {Q¥= i such that the following con-
ditions hold: 
1. Q' n CT = 0 for n # m or k * I and Ck c ^ for all k, w; 
2. for any number s > 0 there is a natural number k„ such that for every k > k„ 
we have Q ' c (J £(x, f); 
veB,, 
3. for any rle ' the set [J (J Q' u B, is a nowhere dense closed set; 
/ = i k = \ 
4. the sequence {Ck}J=, is on both sides convergent to B„. 
For every pair A?, k of natural numbers there is a sequence {D'k i}J= , of bilateral 
c-dense-in-itself sets contained in the set Q1 such that Dk ,nDk ,„ = 0 if only 
/w # /. In addition let the following condition hold for every open set U a T : 
If Un Q' # 0, then there is an infinite number of indices / such that 
D"kJczU. 
Let gk,: Dk, ->
 r be any bijective mapping for every n, k, le . Let us put: 
foT xeB„ 
L(x) = <g"u(x) f0TxeD»kJ 
in other cases, 
where g„: T -> r , n = 1, 2, ... is a sequence of continuous functions such that 
lim^„(x) = g(x) for every xe*. It is obvious that for every ne the function/, 
// 
is pointwise discontinuous. Also it is easy to check that these functions have the 
Darboux property. Since for every xeT we have lim/(x) ==/(.v) the proof is 
completed. 
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